Tagline

Highlighted Minimalism
Light that cuts through space as all you see are slender lines of light. These ultra-minimalistic profiles allow you to draw with light, a creative tool to accentuate architectural detail and characterize beauty.

www.deltalight.com/tagline
Through recent years, Delta Light® continued the process of miniaturization within its profile range, with 21mm of width for Femtoline TR and only 16mm for Splitline 16, without losing sight of functionality. With Tagline, we take it another step further, as the minimalistic design of the Tagline profiles ends up in a stroke of light with a width of only 7mm when applied in the trimless versions.

Excellent to form clean light accents or emphasize the borders of a room. Also available with a small trim, as surface mounted or as pendant solution.
WRITE YOUR OWN TAGLINE.
The trimless finish on the Tagline TR profile creates a black aperture in the wall or ceiling of only 9mm of width and can be equipped with a combination of the linear Tagline LEDline for diffuse general lighting and the minimalistic Microspy 27 modules for accent lighting. Utterly functional yet highly discrete.
The Tagline TRW profile allows you to draw with light along the contours of a room. It is mounted in the corner between ceiling and wall and offers a perfect made-to-measure solution thanks to linear and 90° connection possibilities. The 8.5W/m LEDflex inside makes that Tagline is only minimal in appearance... and maximal in performance.
Tagline Trimless is a single luminaire ideal for guidance light, as it generates a streak of light of only 7 mm of width. The particular design of the mounting kit allows the Tagline Trimless to be installed in 2 different ways, either completely built into the wall or either 8mm protruding out of the wall. Combining multiple luminaires in the 2 different positions results in a playful set-up in the room.
Despite its minimalistic measurements, the Tagline ST profile allows for an easy recessed installation thanks to its flanges on both sides. The white colour finish makes the luminaire disappear into the ceiling, while a black finish creates a detailed contrast.
Tagline On completes the range by offering the slender line of light also as a surface mounted or pendant lighting solution. Available in black, white or gold coloured for a luxurious finishing touch.
CTRL DELTA
WIRELESS CONTROL

An advanced lighting control solution based on the Bluetooth low energy standard. BLE is a state-of-the-art wireless technology. It is the only low power wireless technology available in all modern smartphones, tablets and smartwatches. This makes it the only mainstream powerradiotechnology in the world. It is future proof and it is available now to control your lights.

For more information and technical info please go to www.deltalight.com/CTRLDELTA

The CTRL Delta technologie creates an easy and user friendly platform for a contemporary lighting installation.